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In order to gain insight into suppression of the ferromagneti
ing temperature, lo al studies utilizing
along with

order-

99;101 Ru zero-eld spin-e ho NMR,

omplimentary magnetization, high-angle X ray dira tion,

and Ru K-edge XAFS measurements, have been

arried out on samples

of SrRuO3 annealed at both ambient (atmospheri ) pressure and highpressure oxygen (600 atm).

For the high-pressure sample, the results

indi ate stru tural disorder and the existen e of some va an ies on the Ru
sites, along with a redu ed magneti

ordering temperature.

PACS numbers: 71.28.+d, 75.50.C

1. Introdu tion

3

Among the ruthenium oxides, strontium ruthenate, SrRuO , whi h has
a distorted perovskite stru ture, is the only known
oxide whi h is ferromagneti .
sion of the ferromagneti

4d

transition-metal

Previous studies have reported a suppres-

3

ordering temperature for SrRuO

substitution of Ca and Na [1,2℄, (2) the ee ts of strain o
lms [3℄, and (3) the synthesis
of SrRuO

3

due to: (1) the
urring in thin

onditions [4,5℄. In parti ular, the synthesis

under high-pressure oxygen produ es a non-stoi hiometri

form

with randomly distributed va an ies on the Ru-sites, along with a signiantly redu ed ferromagneti



ordering temperature [5℄. The de rease in the
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ordering temperature was attributed to an in rease in the Ru formal valen e
along with stru tural disorder. In order to understand the mi ros opi

3

ori-

gin of the suppression of ferromagnetism in SrRuO , lo al studies utilizing

99 101 Ru zero-eld spin-e
;

ho nu lear magneti

resonan e (NMR), along with

omplimentary magnetization, high-angle X ray dira tion (XRD), and Ru
K-edge X ray absorption ne stru ture (XAFS), have been

arried out and

are reported here.

2. Experimental pro edure, results, and dis ussion

Poly rystalline SrRuO

3

of SrCO

3

SrRuO
tions:

and RuO

2

3

was synthesized from a stoi hiometri

using a solid state rea tion method [5℄.

mixture

The parent

material was subdivided and pro essed under the following

Æ

ondi-

(1) annealed twi e under owing oxygen at 1050 C for 10 h (am-

Æ

bient) and (2) annealed twi e under 600 atm oxygen at 1050 C for 10 h
(high-pressure). In this work, detailed zero-eld spin-e ho

99 101 Ru
;

NMR

spe tra were obtained at 1.3 K and 4.2 K over the frequen y range from 45
to 105 MHz using a phase- oherent spe trometer.

In addition, magnetiza-

tion measurements using a SQUID magnetometer and XRD analysis using
a dira tometer with Cu K I radiation were
iments were

arried out. The XAFS exper-

arried out in the transmission mode at the X-11A beam-line

of the National Syn rotron Light Sour e, Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Fig. 1 shows the zero-eld spin-e ho NMR spe tra obtained for the ambient sample at 4.2 K (open symbols) and high-pressure sample at 1.3 K
( losed symbols), respe tively. Consistent with earlier work, the NMR spe trum for ambient SrRuO
and 72.2 MHz

Fig. 1.

3

onsists of two well-dened peaks at 64.4 MHz

orresponding to the

99 Ru

and

101 Ru

isotopes, respe tively,

99;101 Ru zero-eld spin-e ho NMR spe tra for SrRuO .
3
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and a hyperne eld of 329 KG [6℄. For the high-pressure sample, although
the magnetization measurements show a lower ferromagneti
perature (90 K

ordering tem-

ompared to 160 K for the ambient sample), the NMR spe -

trum still shows the same two peaks at 64.4 MHz and 72.2 MHz, attributed
again to

99 Ru and 101 Ru, respe

ever, the two peaks exhibit

tively, i.e., there is no signi ant shift. How-

onsiderable broadening, along with stru ture

on both the low and high frequen y sides whi h is believed to be quadrupolar in origin. These peak frequen ies and the

orresponding hyperne eld

value of 329 KG are

or low-spin (

state. The

onsistent with the Ru

99 101 Ru NMR spe
;

2

2 8

[8℄.

S

= 1)

valen e

trum is qualitatively similar to those observed

for the Ru sites having the Ru
and RuSr YCu O

+4

+4

2

2 8

valen e state in both RuSr GdCu O

The spe tra are

[7℄

hara terized by a large internal

hyperne eld perturbed by a smaller quadrupole intera tion; the Ru sites

6

are lo ated in distorted RuO
tions are large enough to a

o tahedra. The observed quadrupole intera -

ount for the broadening shown in Fig. 1 for the

high-pressure sample. Furthermore, the ee t of the high-pressure oxygen

101 Ru peak, whi h is onsistent with
101 Ru is almost six times larger
moment for

treatment is mu h more severe on the
the fa t that the quadrupole
than that for

99 Ru.

A sear h over the frequen y range 100 MHz to 150 MHz

yielded no eviden e for the existen e of the Ru

+5 or high-spin (S = 3=2) va-

len e state. Measurements of the (homogeneous) spinspin relaxation time

T2

were made at both peaks for the two samples. For the ambient sam-

T2

= 1; 100  s

ple, the relaxation behavior
and 920

ould be des ribed by a single exponential with

 s for the 99 Ru and 101 Ru peaks, respe

tively. On

the other hand, the relaxation behavior for the high-pressure sample

ould

not be des ribed by a single exponential; however, the relaxation rates were
signi antly faster. Finally, it should be noted that NMR spin-e ho signal
was

onsiderably weaker for the high-pressure sample

ompared to that

for the ambient sample, whi h required operation at 1.3 K. Of
severe broadening a

ourse, the

ounts for a large part of the signal redu tion; how-

ever, the NMR enhan ement fa tor appeared to be redu ed as well for the
high-pressure sample. This is

onsistent with the in reased

oer ive eld

observed for the high-pressure sample and suggests an enhan ed pinning
of the domain walls.
For both the ambient and high-pressure samples, a dire t measure
of the magneti

ordering temperature

eld- ooled and eld- ooled d

T

T

was made by observing the zero-

magnetization in a eld of 50 G. The values of

= 160 K and 90 K obtained for the ambient and high pressure samples,

respe tively, are
and a

onsistent with earlier results using both d

magnetization

sus eptibility measurements [5℄. The low temperature magneti

ment per Ru atom did not saturate; values of 1.25

mo-

B and 0.86 B, were ob-

tained at 50 kG for the ambient and high-pressure samples, respe tively.
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These values assume

omplete o

upan y of the Ru sites. CurieWeiss ts

to the magneti

sus eptibility in the paramagneti

samples.

al ulated paramagneti

The

ues were 2.66

B

B

(153 K) and 2.61

(97 K) for the ambient and high-

pressure samples, respe tively, assuming
sites.

state were made for both

moment (Curie temperature) valomplete o

upan y of the Ru

Although the un ertainty involved in the CurieWeiss t is

ompa-

rable to the dieren e in the moment values, the lower value for the high
pressure oxygen sample is

onsistent with some va an ies at the Ru sites.

The temperature dependen e of the magnetization measured at 10 KG

T 3 2 -law up to approximately 0.75 T
=

be t to the Blo h

Measurements of the

ould

for both samples.

omplete hysteresis loop for both the ambient and

high-pressure samples, indi ated a

onsiderably larger value of the

oer ive

eld for the latter. This suggests an enhan ed pinning of the domain walls
in the high-pressure sample. The ambient and high-pressure SrRuO
samples are

latti e parameters
a

3

hara terized by the GdFeO -like orthorhombi

a; b; and

3

stru ture. The

were the same for the two samples within the

ura y of the measurement. Furthermore, in an attempt to observe any

small subtle dieren es between the XRD patterns for the high-pressure
and ambient samples, a detailed s an was made of two high-angle lines:

Æ whi h

(1) near 67

Æ
77 whi h

onsists of the (400) and (224) ree tions and (2) near

onsists of the (116) ree tion. Within the a

ura y of the mea-

surement, the s ans for the two were identi al. Finally, preliminary results
from the Ru K-edge XAFS measurements indi ate the existen e of some
disorder in the Ru-O bond for the high-pressure sample.
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